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Abstract
The program of understanding Shape Theory layer by layer topologically and geometrically – proposed in Part I
– is now addressed for 4 points in 1-d. Topological shape space graphs are far more complex here, whereas metric
shape spaces are (pieces of) spheres which admit an intricate shape-theoretically significant tessellation. Metric
shapes covers a far wider range of notions of inhomogeneity: collisions, symmetric states, mergers and uniform
states are all distinctly realized in this model. We furthermore provide quantifiers for the extent to which various
ways which configurations maximally and minimally realize these. Some of the uniform states additionally form
cusps and higher catastrophes in the indistinguishable-particle and Leibniz shape spaces. We also provide shape-
theoretically significant notions of centre for the indistinguishable-particle and Leibniz shape spaces. 4 points in
1-d constitutes a useful and already highly nontrivial model of inhomogeneity and of uniformity – both topics
of cosmological interest – and also of background independence: of interest in the foundations of physics and in
quantum gravity. We finally give the automorphism groups of the topological shape space graphs and the metric
shape space (pieces of) manifolds, which is a crucial preliminary toward quantizing the indistinguishable-particle
and Leibniz versions of the model.
PACS: 04.20.Cv, Physics keywords: background independence, inhomogeneity, configuration space, Killing vectors,
qualitative dynamics.
Mathematics keywords: shapes, spaces of shapes, Shape Geometry, Shape Statistics, Applied Topology, Applied
Geometry, simple but new applications of Graph Theory to Shape Theory, simple examples of stratified manifolds.
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1 Introduction
This treatise on the smallest shape spaces continues by considering (4, 1) similarity shapes: formed by 4 points-or-
particles in 1-d. This is the critical model for which many notions – jointly realized for Part I’s (3, 1) model – first
admit distinct realizations. I.e. collisions, reflection-symmetric configurations, maximal diameter per unit moment
of inertia configurations, mergers and various notions of uniformity. In passing from (3, 1) to (4, 1) the number of
qualitative types of shapes moreover goes up from 1 to 5 types to around 20 to 150 types. Due to this, the (4, 1)
model is already sufficient to have each of the following.
1) A complex theory of inhomogeneity, uniformity and structure. (4, 1) is thus already suitable to model inhomoge-
neous structure formation and dynamical departure from uniform states, which are both cosmologically interesting
topics [20, 36].
2) A complex theory of Background Independence [4, 7, 16, 25, 37, 38, 48, 54, 52, 57, 56, 60, 68, 69, 67, 71], and thus
(Part I and [48, 51, 54, 60]) a realization of the Problem of Time [8, 9, 15, 22, 23, 25, 28, 34, 35, 44, 48, 54, 60].
1) and 2) are foundational topics in General Relativistic and Quantum Gravitational Physics. For the (4, 1) model
of 1) and 2), Part II’s exposition of configuration space topology and geometry is a substantial and crucial first step,
a sine qua non for all of Dynamics, Probability and Statistics and, especially, Quantum Theory thereupon. The
(4, 1) similarity shape space is a 2-sphere S2 [29] or some quotient thereof. In particular, this is the real projective
space RP2 [29] for the mirror image identified shapes, an isosceles spherical triangle covering 1/24th of the sphere
for the indistinguishable shapes [39, 46], and a scalene spherical triangle covering half of the previous for the mirror
image identified and indistinguishable particle case [39, 46]: the Leibniz space [62] Leibs(4, 1). This has comparable
fundamental significance to Leibs(3, 2), which is Kendall’s much vaunted spherical blackboard [18, 21, 26, 29] from
the Shape Statistics literature [49, 58]) for triangle similarity shapes. See also e.g. [10, 17, 30] for other approaches
to Shape Statistics on spheres.
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So we study Leibs(4, 1) in detail in Part II, and compare it and Kendall’s Leibs(3, 2) in Part III; a preliminary
outline comparison is as follows. The (4, 1) shape sphere is tessellated by each of the aforementioned isosceles and
scalene spherical triangles [39]; these are two of the more intricate tessellations of the sphere exposited in [14]. Some
ways in which (4, 1) is more complicated than (3, 2) ensue: the (4, 1) tessellation is more complex, and (4, 1) has
greater topological, uniformity and merger diversity of shapes. Conversely, (3, 2) requires a less trivial (‘Hopf’)
realization [1, 5, 40, 46, 56, 60] for its shape sphere and also exhibits a number of nontrivial bundle phenomena
[63, 66] which are not realized in 1-d models.
See also Part IV [70] for how these two sources of complexity interact to produce a substantially greater amount of
complexity in the (4, 2) model’s theory of quadrilaterals [61, 47, 50]. In particular, Part II’s diversity of notions of
inhomogeneity underlies the substantial greater diversity that quadrilaterals, rather than triangles, afford. Under-
standing of quadrilaterals is moreover bounded by how well both (3, 2)’s triangles and (4, 1) models are understood,
and the latter have hitherto received far less attention than the former. Due to the this, it is mostly Part II’s advances
which unlock many new results about quadrilaterals in Part IV and subsequent papers [70, 69, 76]
Study of (4, 1) as a small whole-universe model was initiated by the author and Franzen in [39] in the pure-shape
case, and followed up by the author in the scaled case in [42, 43, 46]. In Part II, we begin by considering (4, 1)
topological shapes in Sec 2 and metric-level shapes in Sec 3, in each case with the corresponding shape spaces: graphs
and (pieces of) manifolds respectively. These graphs are far larger and considerably more intricate than their (3,
1) counterparts. We show that the metric-level Leibniz space is a scalene spherical triangle. The double binary
and ternary coincidences-or-collisions are two of its corners, whereas the interior and exterior binary coincidences-or-
collisions are two of its edges. In Sec 4, we identify the remaining corner and edge of Leibniz space as the reflection-
symmetric configurations and the centred binary coincidence-or-collisions respectively. We also identify the (most)
uniform configuration and determine the configurations with maximal and minimal mass-weighted diameter per unit
moment of inertia.
In Sec 5, we consider a notion of merger and a more general uniformity structure, each of which is formulable in
terms of Lagrangian relative separations. These mergers fold as boundary cusps and furthermore self-intersect in the
form of a swallowtail catastrophe [19] in Is(4, 1), and of a butterfly catastrophe [19] in Leibs(4, 1). We also identify
two maximally uniform configurations – the global such and the only isolated local such – as centres for these shape
spaces. We finally describe the qualitative types of (4, 1) shapes, count these out using Appendix B’s graph-theoretic
technique for all shape spaces, and show where these lie relative to each other in Leibniz space. In Sec 6 we show that
there are further Jacobian notions of merger – in which one particle is at the centre of mass of the other three – and
update the previous section’s qualitative type descriptions, counts and locations in Leibniz space accordingly. Secs 5
and 6 arrive at more than enough diversity to warrant support by Appendix A’s quantifiers of clumping, uniformity
and merger.
Sec 7 considers the automorphism groups for both the topological shape space graphs and the metric shape space
manifolds, consisting of (similar) Killing vectors. Leibs(4, 1)(s) more irregular shape also leads to greater loss of
Killing vectors, a crucial observation as regards quantizing the indistinguishable particle version of (4, 1) The Conclu-
sion (Sec 8) sums up the evidence justifying the (4, 1) similarity shapes as a first nontrivial theory of inhomogeneity
and of uniformity. It also lists some prices to pay for working in Leibniz space and provides future research directions.
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2 Topological level of structure
2.1 Topological shapes
Proposition 1 There are 6 topological types of (4, 1) shape, as per Fig 1.
Figure 1: The 6 topological types of (4, 1) shape: generic configuration G, exterior and interior binary coincidences-or-collisions denoted
by B and B′ respectively, double binary coincidences-or-collisions D, ternary coincidences-or-collisions T, and the usually excluded maximal
coincidence-or-collision O.
Remark 1 This contains the first indication that 1-dmirror image identified topological shapes are not just partitions
(N ≤ 3 has just partitions). For N = 4 the 2 | 1 | 1 partition is further fine-grained by the binary coincidences-or-
collisions being split into the exterior B’s 1 | 2 | 1 and the interior B′’s 2 | 1 | 1. This indicates that the topological
shapes in 1-d have an additional notion of order in which partitions are realized.
Remark 2 If mirror images are distinct, the 2 | 1 | 1 partition is distinct from the 1 | 1 | 2 as well. Under these
modelling assumptions, however, (3, 1) already suffices to split the binary coincidences-or-collisions into 2 | 1 and and
1 | 2 partitions.
Remark 3 For labelled and mirror image distinct (4, 1) shapes,
#(G) = (label permutations ) = 4 ! = 24 , and (1)
#(B) = (C(4, 2) choices of pair )× ( 2 orders for other particles )× ( 2 mirror images ) = 24 . (2)
On the other hand,
#(B′) = (C(4, 2) choices of pair)× ( 2 orders for other particles or 2 mirror images ) = 12 (3)
since now these two doubling effects are coincident, rather than cumulative, by the topologically symmetrical central
positioning of the binary coincidence-or-collision. Finally
#(D) = ( C(4, 2) choices of pair ) = 6 , and (4)
#(T) = ( 4 ways of leaving 1 particle out )× ( 2 mirror images ) = 8 . (5)
2.2 Topological shape spaces
Proposition 1 For mirror images held to be distinct and distinguishably labelled points, the topological shape space
is
Top-s(4, 1) = ( 74-vertex cube graph ) , (6)
labelled as in Fig 2.0)-1).
Derivation. Continuity considerations show that these shapes fit together in the manner of Fig 2.0), which closes
up to form Fig 2.1). See Fig (4, 1)-Graphs.a) for a full explicit graphic representation (as a planar graph).
Proposition 2 If mirror images are now identified, the topological shape space is
Top-s˜(4, 1) = Top-s(4, 1)
Z2
= ( 37-point topologically identified half-cube graph ) (7)
as labelled in Fig 2.2), and fully depicted as a graph in Fig 3.b).
2
Figure 2: 0) Continuity method for determining the topology of Top-s(4, 1). to be 1)’s cubic graph with its 74 vertices labeled
as shown. 2) Top-s˜(3, 1), on the other hand, is the inversively-identified half-cube graph with its 37 vertices labelled as shown. 3)
Top-Is(3, 1) is the 7-vertex and thus 6-spoked wheel graph, W6, reflection-symmetrically labelled with 5 distinct labels as shown. 4)
Finally Top-Leibs(3, 1) is the 5-vertex gem alias 3-fan graph F3, with all labels distinct.
Proposition 3 If indistinguishable points are considered instead while retaining a sense of mirror image distinction,
the corresponding shape space is
Top-Is(4, 1) = Top-s(4, 1)
S4
= W6 : (8)
the 6-spoked wheel graph labelled as per Fig 2.3).
Proposition 4 For indistinguishable points with mirror images identified, the topological-level Leibniz space is
Top-Leibs(4, 1) =
Top-s(4, 1)
S4 × Z2 = gem : (9)
the gem alias 3-fan graph F3 with labels all distinct as per Fig 2.4).
Remark 1 See Fig 4 for vertex, edge, face and vertex degree counts for these graphs, along with some simple
topological and graph theoretic checks on these.
Remark 2 By Remarks 1 and 2 of Sec 2.1, for (3, 1) only s˜ and Is are finer than partitions, whereas for (4, 1)
all four of s˜, s, Is and Leibs are. By this, Part I’s notion of coincidence-or-collision diagram fails to carry enough
information in all four cases for N ≥ 4. In particular, Leibs(4, 1) is the first Leibniz space which is not just equivalent
to some space of partitions. This is significant since spaces of partitions constitute a simpler and more commonplace
object of study.
3
Figure 3: a) Planar graph representation of the 74-vertex cubic graph. b) An actual graph representation of the 37-vertex RP2-
embedded] half-cube graph. c) and d) contrast these with their much simpler 3 point shape space counterparts.
3 Metric level of structure
3.1 Metric shapes
See Fig 5 for a first indication of (4, 1) supporting a substantial qualitative diversity of shapes.
4
Figure 4: a) F , E, and V counts, along with checking the Euler characteristic χ. b) Vertex valency table for the topological shape
space graphs for 4 points in 1-d, including how many of each vertex there are, and the basic graph-theoretic check of the first equation
of Appendix I.A.
3.2 Metric shape spaces and their tessellations
Proposition 1 The outcome of continuity assignment (Fig 6.0) for the case of distinguishable particles with mirror
images distinct is a 2-sphere S2 decorated by the cube–octahaedron tessellation case of Fig 6.1) [39].
Proposition 2 For distinguishable particles with mirror images identified, this yields instead 2-d real projective
space RP2 decorated with the half-cube–octahaedron tessellation of Fig 6.2) [46].
Proposition 3 For indistinguishable particles with mirror images distinct, we have the quarter-face of the cube,
labelled as per Fig 6.3).
Proposition 4 The Leibniz space is the eighth-face of the cube, labelled as per Fig 6.4).
Remark 1 This cube–octahaedron pattern’s regularity renders it an example of the following.
Definition 1 A tessellation (or tiling) is a partition of a space into a number of equal-shaped tile regions.
Remark 2 Consult [14] for details of the classification of all tessellations of the sphere, among which Fig 6.1)’s cube–
octahaedron tessellation plays a prominent role. This tessellation also appeared previously in Mitchell, Littlejohn
and Aquilanti’s work [27] on Molecular Physics in a somewhat different context.
Remark 3 Faces, edges and vertices therein being physically significant in the current context,we are a fortiori
dealing with labelled tessellations.
Remark 4 In Shape Theory, such tessellations provide a useful ‘interpretational back-cloth’, which facilitates the
study of all of dynamical trajectories [39, 40, 46], probability distributions [21] and quantum wavefunctions [39, 40,
46, 50, 60, 73, 75]. This method is originally due to Kendall in the context of Shape Statistics [21], involving the (3,
2) triangles’ shape sphere and its corresponding Leibniz space which he termed ‘spherical blackboard’. These were
given in Part I’s motivational Figures 1 and 2, and further study of them is the main focus of Part III and [64, 65, 72].
Remark 5 In Shape Theory, the most prominent tiles one tessellates with have further significance as Leibniz
space Leibs and its mirror images distance double Is. Fig 6.a) tessellates with 24 Is(4, 1) tiles, which are isosceles
spherical triangle tiles as per Fig 6.c). On the other hand, Fig 9.a) tessellates with 48 Leibs(4, 1) tiles, which are
scalene spherical triangle tiles as per Fig 6.d)
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Figure 5: Some qualitatively different types of metric-level (4, 1) configurations. As compared to (3, 1), note the greater variety of
types of coincidence-or-collision configurations, of notions of merger, and consequently of approximately clumped shapes, such as tight
binaries, double binaries and ternaries).
3.3 Jacobi H-coordinates in spherical polar form
The current treatise makes good use of the following spherical polar reformulation of Sec I.3.3’s relative Jacobi
H-coordinates
ρ1 = ρ sin θ cosφ , (10)
ρ2 = ρ sin θ sinφ , (11)
ρ3 = ρ cos θ . (12)
These invert to
φ = arctan
(
ρ2
ρ1
)
, (13)
θ = arctan
(√
ρ12 + ρ22
ρ3
)
, (14)
ρ =
√
ρ12 + ρ22 + ρ32 . (15)
Remark 1 For now, setting ρ = constant, one has coordinates on the shape sphere s(4, 1). θ and φ are then
geometrically standard spherical coordinates, with standard coordinate ranges θ ∈ (0, pi), φ ∈ [0, 2pi) in the s(4, 1)
case.
6
Figure 6: Topological-level features of metric shape spaces for (4, 1). The last two are topologically 2-discs D2. Here m= denotes ‘equals
as a manifold’ and t= ‘equals at the topological level’. Note that arcs between T’s are interior binaries B′, whereas arcs between D and T
configurations are exterior binaries. As regards the angles in the Leibniz space spherical triangle, its vertices have has valencies 8, 6, and
4, all equally split since we have a tessellation, so the angles are 2pi/8 = pi/4, 2pi/6 = pi/3 and 2pi/4 = pi/2. The excess angle relative to
flat space is pi/2 + pi/3 + pi/4− pi = pi/12, so the total excess angle over the sphere is (24 tiles) × (excess angle pi/12 per tile) = 2pi, thus
passing a basic spherical-geometric test.
Remark 2 These have moreover now acquired shape-theoretic significance as functions of ratios, as follows.
1) φ is a function of the ratio of sizes of the two binaries picked out by the underlying Jacobi H-clustering. This is
a measure of contents inhomogeneity [39]; this refers to viewing the (4, 1) model as containing two binaries. Then
if these two binaries are equal in size one has contents homogeneity, whereas contents inhomogeneity quantifies the
amount of departure from such equality.
2) On the other hand, θ is the ratio of the two clusters together to the relative separation between them. This is a
measure of fractional size occupied by the contents: what proportion of the system is occupied by the clusters. [The
cosmological analogue of this is fractional volume.]
Application 1 of Jacobi H-coordinates In terms of the coordinates introduced above, s˜(4, 1) corresponds to
θ ∈ (0, pi/2]. On the other hand, characterizing Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1) has two boundary pieces of constant polar
angle and one of constant azimuthal angle about a new axis. We return to this matter in more detail in Sec 4.3.
3.4 Sub-shape-space structure
Application 1 of Shape-Theoretic Aufbau Principle (Sec I.1). A number of s(3, 1)’s can be spotted within
s(4, 1). For instance the DTTDTT sequences along great circles in Fig 6.1). This identification clearly corresponds
to picking out 3-subcluster in the (4, 1) model and treating it as a (3, 1) model.
Application 2 of Jacobi H-coordinates is determination of points and curves of special configurations within
shape space. The defining relation for each special configuration in terms of ρi is converted to either a fixing of θ,
φ coordinates for points or a relation between θ and φ for curves. For instance in the face in which the point labels
are ordered 1234,
B is the curve φ = 0 . (16)
B′ is the curve sinφ+ cosφ = 2 cot θ . (17)
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Figure 7: T, D, B and B′ configurations’ clustering structure and coincidence-or-collision structure. [While further such figures of
distinguished shapes include uniformity structure, this is trivial for each of the current figure’s four cases.]
3.5 Detail of the special (4, 1) metric shapes encountered so far
This is given in Fig 7 using various of Part I’s diagrammatic presentation concepts.
4 On the nature of Leibs(4, 1)’s hitherto unlabelled edge and vertex
Figure 8: Ce and Ref configurations’ clustering, coincidence-or-collision structure, and uniformity structures. The small perpendicular
lines indicate equal-length pairs.
We next turn to Leibs(4, 1) ’s vertex and edge of an as-yet unidentified nature (these had no topological-level
meaning).
Remark-and-Definition 1 The shapes lying on the other side of this edge in Is(4, 1) are mirror images in space.
They are furthermore at mirror image positions in shape space with the unidentified edge playing the ‘line of reflection’
role. This edge itself corresponds to shapes which are reflection-symmetric in space, by which we choose the notation
Ref for this edge.
Proposition 1 Ref is an arc of a great circle in the shape space sphere.
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Derivation Each great circle in a sphere is the intersection of a sphere with a plane through its origin. The plane
corresponding to the great circle that Ref is an arc of plays the role of plane of reflection in the above construction.
2
Remark 1 In contrast, (3, 1) had just one reflection-symmetric shape – also denoted Ref – i.e. a point rather than
an arc in the corresponding Leibniz space.
Characterization 1 Reflection-symmetric (4, 1) shapes admit the further useful and memorable characterization
that the binaries to either end of the shape are of equal size. In other words, these are contents-homogeneous shapes.
This refers moreover exactly to the contents that the corresponding Jacobi H-coordinates focus on.
Remark 2 The Ref curve has the double-binary D at one end. D clearly enjoys (column 4 of Fig 7)the Ref property
and its merger consequences (Fig 8.a), alongside a number of further coincidence-or-collision and merger properties.
In Is(4, 1), D is most naturally thought of as the obvious confluence of two B’s.
On the other hand, in Leibs(4, 1), D has another characterization: as the confluence of just one B with Ref’s
symmetry property. This reflection symmetry property then has the consequence of forcing a doubling of the number
of B’s present, from 1 to 2.
Remark-and-Definition 2 It is then natural to ask which shape lies at Ref’s other endpoint. This shape also
lies on B′, which uniquely fixes it to have the form given in column 2 of Fig 8. We call this the centred binary
coincidence-or-collision, and denote it by Ce. It is the particular interior binary coincidence-or-collision B′ whose
binary coincidence-or-collision ab is additionally at CoM(cd).
Remark 3 See Column 2 of Fig 8 for Ce’s further clustering structure. This is again in excess of that of the two
Leibs(4, 1) edges which meet there, B
′ and Ref.
Contrast also with T’s clustering structure in Column 3 of Fig 7), which is also in excess of that of the two Leibs(4, 1)
edges meeting there: now B′ and B.
4.1 Tessellation of the shape sphere by Leibniz space tiles
Figure 9: Qualitatively different types of metric configuration for (4, 1). This exhibits a greater variety of types of coincidence-or-
collision configuration, of notions of merger, and consequently of near-coincidence-or-collision clumping (tight binaries and ternaries).
9
Having obtained the Ref arcs and Ce points from metric-level considerations, we understand the entirety of the
boundaries and corners of Leibniz space. We celebrate by presenting the aforementioned shape space tessellations
by Leibniz space tiles in Fig 9.
4.2 Extrinsic and relational space considerations
Application 3 of Jacobi H-coordinates The ρi, i = 1, to 3 furthermore form a Cartesian axis system for an
ambient R3 that the s(4, 1) sphere sits in.
Remark 1 The North pole θ = 0 is at one of the D’s. The corresponding principal axis is then a face diagonal of the
cube: a line from the centre of one face through the centre of the cube to the opposite face’s centre. In the current
shape-theoretic context, the South pole coincides with a D shape as well (Fig 10.0). This axis corresponds setting
ρ3 = 0: this D-axis is perpendicular to the plane of zero crossbar (Fig 10.2).
Setting ρ1 = 0 and ρ2 = 0 instead gives in each case an axis with a Ce at either end. Thus, since all three axes are
perpendicular, we have overall a Ce–Ce–D axis system. These other planes’ significance are zero left post and zero
right post (Fig 10.3-4), which are cluster-specific subcases of binary coincidences-or-collisions.
Remark 2 One can moreover rotate the coordinate system by pi/4 about the principal axis, –
φ −→ φ− pi
4
= ( redefined φ ) , (18)
so as to to take advantage of the D–D lines between opposite pairs of faces all being mutually perpendicular (Fig
10.1) and hence eligible as a Cartesian axis system D–D–D.
Figure 10: D–D axis system and interpretation of plane perpendicular to each axis.
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Remark 3 This ambient R3 is moreover R(4, 1), since the cone over the shape space sphere s(4, 1) returns R3 both
topologically and metrically.
Proposition 1 The corresponding topological notions of scaled shapes are furthermore the cones over the corre-
sponding topological shape space in Fig 2. I depict the cones over W6, gem, Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1) in Fig 11, along
with identifying which graphs the first of these two are. The cones over the 74-point cubic graph, 37-point inversively
identified cubic graph, cubic tessellation of the sphere and half-cubic tessellation of RP2 are also straightforward to
envisage.
Figure 11: Metric and topological versions of Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1).
4.3 Coordinatization of Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1)
We can now also give the polar and off-axis azimuthal coordinates for the sides of Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1) in Fig 12.
Figure 12: Coordinate description of the boundaries of Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1).
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4.4 (4, 1) coincidence-or-collision space
Figure 13: Coincidence-or-collision structure Co(Leibs(4, 1)) a) at the metric-level, b) as a topological-level adjacency graph, c) the
metric-level struture’s own topological adjacency graph, and d) the metric-level version including approximate notions.
Proposition 1 The metric-level coincidence-or-collision structure Co(Leibs(4, 1)) is as given in Fig 13.a).
Proposition 2 At the topological level, the corresponding adjacency graph is the 4-path graph P4 labelled as per Fig
13.b). This already featuring in a previous section represents that at the topological level cooincidences-or-collisions
are all, so Co(Gs) = Top−Gs.
Proposition 3 The topological adjacency graph for the metric level of structure of the collision structure for (4, 1)
shapes is instead the 5-path graph P5 labelled as per Fig 13.c).
These last two graphs two differ because Ce has no additional topological significance at the primary space level.
Proposition 4 There are 4 types of approximate coincidences-or-collisions at the metric level. These are as indicated
in yellow on Fig 13.d). Thus there is a
grand total of 5 + 4 = 9 qualitative types of coincidence-or-collision at the metric level . (19)
Remark 1 The nomenclature for the approximate types is along the following lines.
1) BD≈ means ‘a B which is approximately a D’, i.e. a binary coincidence-or-collision and a separate tight binary.
2) BT≈ means ‘a B which is approximately a T’, i.e. a tight ternary with includes now an explicitly exterior binary
coincidence-or-collision.
3) B′T≈ means ‘a B′ which is approximately a T’, i.e. a tight ternary with includes now an explicitly interior binary
coincidence-or-collision.
4) Finally B′Ce≈ means ‘a B′ which is approximately a Ce’, i.e. an almost-centred interior binary coincidence-or-
collision.
This nomenclature can and will be built up for many further kinds of approximate shapes.
4.5 The maximally uniform shape
Definition 1 The (maximally) uniform shape for (4, 1) is the one with equally-spaced adjacent points,
r12 = r23 = r34 6= 0 (20)
in the 1234-ordered case. We denote this by U(4, 1), or simply by U when no confusion arises.
Remark 1 This is an opposite extreme to maximal clumpiness, which for (4, 1) is T (or O if allowed).
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Remark 2 Compare (20) with the separation coincidences of D,
r12 = 0 = r34 , r13 = r23 = r14 = r24 6= 0 , (21)
and T:
r12 = r13 = r23 , r14 = r24 = r34 6= 0 . (22)
Remark 3 The uniform shape U enjoys the clustering coincidences indicated in column 2 of Fig 14.a).
Figure 14: M, U, CeA and UA configurations’ clustering structure, coincidence-or-collision structure and uniformity structure.
4.6 Model diameter per unit moment of inertia maximizing and minimizing shapes
Figure 15: General (4, 1) configuration centred about Q at 0; we subsequently normalize this configuration using the total moment of
inertia.
In Fig 15’s parametrization, the total moment of inertia is
ι = 2{1 + a2 + b2 − a− b− ab} , (23)
Various possible numerators for δiam (I.260) are then
{2− a− b}2 , {1 + b}2 , {a− b}2 , {1− b− 2 a}2 . (24)
While
Dmax = U = Ref , (25)
for (3, 1) subsequent generalization is to the configuration with a minimal amount of mass on either side with the
rest concentrated at O. This description indeed returns U(3, 1) for (3, 1), but returns Ce and not U(4, 1) for (4, 1).
Thus for (4, 1) the (3, 1) coincidence-or-collision (25) is replaced by
δiammax ⊂ Ref ⊃ U . (26)
So the Ref arc contains all of these configurations, but each of δiammax and U further single out a distinct point,
with δiammax being at one end of the Ref arc and U an interior point of this arc.
13
Figure 16: (4, 1)’s mass-weighted diameter squared per unit moment of inertia.
Furthermore, for (4, 1)
δiammin = D (27)
– another corner of Leibs(4, 1) – with the final corner T also being minimal, but merely locally, as sketched in Fig
16. Thus the symmetric minimality – corresponding to half the matter being at each end of the model universe: D
in (4, 1) – is globally minimal. On the other hand, the asymmetric minimality – corresponding to one particle at
one end and all the others at the other end: T in (4, 1) – is local.
4.7 Summary and qualitative type count of shapes encountered so far
See Fig 17 for a summary of the qualitative type names and their topological, geometrical and proximity relations
in Leibniz space.
Figure 17: a) Incipient metric-level decor on Leibs(4, 1), along with b) its adjacency graph and c) a count of its approximate qualitative
types.
Definition 1 The number of (exact) qualitative types in a shape space of (top manifold) dimension 2 is
Q(G) := F + E + V . (28)
Remark 1 In Part I, the F contribution was not yet supported. We now identify Q as the plain – rather than
alternating-sign – sum counterpart of the Euler characteristic χ(G), an identification which continues to make sense
in arbitrary dimension.
Remark 2 In the case of a Leibniz space, every face, vertex and edge contributes a more strongly distinct qualitative
type due to Leibniz space affording no symmetry redundancy. For the other shape spaces, some of the qualitative
types are mirror images of each other and/or point relabellings of each other.
Remark 3 See Appendix B for definitions of the other four definitions of qualitative types used in the current
treatise, alongside the computational propositions and corollaries used to build this treatise’ tables of numbers of
qualitative types, of which Fig 18 is the first.
14
Figure 18: Number of qualitative types at the topological level.
5 Further notions of Lagrangian uniformity
5.1 A first example
In [46], a piece of this uniformity curve emanating from Ce was pointed out.
Proposition 1 In the shape space face whose shapes are ordered 1234 along the line;
U is the curve sinφ+ 3 cosφ = 2 cot θ , (29)
Remark 1 These shapes contain the (3, 1) maximally uniform shape as a subconfiguration.
Proposition 2 This U curve intersects with the opposite face of Leibs(4, 1) at the shape depicted in column 3 of
Fig 14.
Definition 1 We term this shape the asymmetric central shape, CeA. Like for Ce, centrality refers to this configura-
tion being in a 1 : 1 ratio, just now with the binary on one edge rather than itself being central, whence the further
qualification of asymmetry.
5.2 Geodesic extension gives catastrophe curves of mergers
Remark 1 The preceding subsection’s curve of uniformities is moreover a geodesic, so we can work out its con-
tinuation after CeA in s(4, 1) (Fig 19.1). It folds up in the form of a boundary reflection in each of Is(4, 1) and
Leibs(4, 1), and we can continue to follow each of these these curves.
Proposition 1 The first new result thus obtained is that the reflected geodesic next strikes a boundary at the
(maximally) uniform state U(4, 1)
Proposition 2 The second new result is that the third arc of the uniformity geodesic U in Leibs(4, 1) intersects the
first arc. This reflects that it is possible for a configuration to concurrently be a uniformity of this kind twice over,
as per column 4 of Fig 14’s 1 : 1 : 2 configuration.
Definition 1 We term this configuration the asymmetric uniform state, UA. This name alludes to this shape being
a local maximum in uniformity: as many elements of (Lagrangian) uniformity as are possible away from the arc of
reflection symmetric states, Ref.
Proposition 3 The third new result is that this U arc ends at the T configuration.
Proposition 4 Is(4, 1) has twice as far to go between striking corners.
The fifth and sixth new results are the overall shape formed by each of these two sequences of folded geodesic arcs.
Proposition 5 For Is(4, 1), the left and right uniformity great circle arcs present fold up in the form of the butterfly
catastrophe [19] (Fig 19.2).
Proposition 6 For Leibs(4, 1), on the other hand, the single (Identity of Indiscernibles!) uniformity great circle arc
folds up twice to give the swallowtail catastrophe [19] (Fig 19.3).
Remark 1 These complications can be taken to indicate there being geometrical and dynamical prices to pay in
working with (scale and) shape space quotients.
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Figure 19: Metric and topological versions of Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1). The uniformity curve U is represented as follows. In the s(4, 1)
sphere, it is a great circle. 1) depicts a cube face’s worth of this as a thick black curve. 2) In Is(N, 1), the corresponding geodesic bounces
off the edge at UA and then again at Ce, where it joins to another copy of the geodesic bouncing off the mirror image UA point to end
at the mirror image T point. This is depicted as the thick purple curve, and takes the overall form of a butterfly catastrophe. 3) In
Leibs(4, 1), the corresponding geodesic bounces off the edges at U and UA, forming the swallowtail catastrophe as marked by the other,
self-intersecting, thick black curve.
Remark 2 We next explain what ‘continuing an arc’ entails.
Case 1) Leibs(4, 1) and Is(4, 1)’s boundaries exhibit reflective boundary conditions. Let us note in passing that
such were hypothesized by DeWitt in the case of GR superspace [12]. Moreover, with reflective boundary conditions,
if there is a ‘head on’ i.e. pi/2 incidence with a boundary, a curve retraces itself backward.
Case 2) The other way a curve can start or end is if it strikes a corner; in this case, within the reduced configuration
space, the curve retraces itself backward as well.
For the current subsection, case 2 suffices. The periodic nature of great circle geodesics is preserved under passage
to Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1). On the other hand, Case 1) ocurrs in Sec 6.2 and in Part III.
Remark 3 Fig 20 puts together the Leibs(4, 1) decor uncovered so far.
Figure 20: Metric-level extension of decor on Leibs(4, 1) due to uniformity arc U and arc of reflection Ref.
5.3 Edge, vertex and algebraic methods for probing Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1)
Techniques available for exploring the merger structure of shape spaces include the following.
1) Shape space arc method.
2) Shape space point method.
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3) Algebraic method formulated at the level of relative space.
Remark 1 One can think of 1) and 2) as edge and vertex methods, which exhibit complementarity. Sec 5.1’s features
were first detected by a vertex method: noting that Ce has clustering features in excess of those of the arcs hitherto
known to intersect there: Ref and B′. This excess is partly accounted for by an arc U passing through Ce. Following
this arc through to its endpoint as described in Sec 5.2 is an example of edge method. In turn, this arc intersects
other already-known arcs, pointing to new vertices to investigate (Sec 5.2). This gives a fair illustration of how these
two methods complement in an alternating manner. A vertex’s excess is moreover relative to the known arcs at that
stage in the calculation, so it needs to be updated whenever another edge is found to emanate from there. This
method lacks precision, however, or at least requires careful interpretation due to excess being an unsigned concept,
by which overcrowding’s negative excess could mask positive excess due to hitherto unidentified arcs.
Remark 2 The algebraic method, on the other hand, finds all merger structures in one step and independently of
each other. This independence is in contrast with the edge and vertex method’s cumulative dependence on knowledge.
‘In one step and independently’ is to be interpreted as still requiring solution of multiple equalities, but in a manner
that none of these equalities affects the outcome of any of the others (see Appendix A for more).
Remark 3 The algebraic linear merger equations in question simply involve setting the position of any subsystem
CoM (including particles themselves as 1-particle CoMs) equal to any other. Their solution is a network of arcs –
1 degree of freedom solutions – intersecting at vertices: 0 degrees of freedom solutions. This is with reference to
(4, 1) shapes; for (N ≥ 5, 1) higher simplices occur as well. In this way, the algebraic method has an immediate
and obvious generalization to larger particle numbers, whereas the edge and vertex method spirals out of control by
increasing N bringing in further types of simplex. The solving process does require restricting the solutions to values
within the shape-theoretically meaningful range of parameters. From the point of view of basic Optimization, this
is also a standard procedure: specification of a region that admissible solutions must belong to.
Remark 4 All in all, the advantages of the algebraic method are as follows.
A) It solves for all mergers in one step.
B) It cannot be tricked by overcrowding masking excess,
C) It can be formulated as a simple and entirely straightforward algorithm, so it is programmable.
D) It remains just as straightforward to conceive of and program if the particle number is further increased.
Remark 5 (4, 1) calculations – and (5, 1) concepts without calculations – thus suffice to determine the primality of
algebraic methods over vertex-and-edge methods.
Moreover, with increasing N , it is simpler to solve along a known merger arc or manifold for its intersection points
with hitherto unknown further merger arcs or manifolds. In this way, all three of the methods can be combined
iteratively.
5.4 Uniformity structure
Proposition 1 U and Ref form the (Lagrangian) uniformity structure, in accord with Fig 21.a).
Derivation Let the points-or-particles be at a general (unnormalized) position 0, 1, a and b. The relative particle
separations are then
1 , |a| , |b| , |a− 1| , |b− 1| and |b− a| . (30)
The (4, 1) Lagrangian uniformity equations are then the result of equating any two of these and disregarding solutions
whose equal separations are purely coincidence-or-collision features. The solution of this (4, 1) Lagrangian uniformity
is the folded U arc – minus its T endpoint – alongside the Ref arc – minus its D endpoint, as per Fig 21.a). This gives
the solutions with some element of uniformity, i.e. equal nonzero separations not induced by coincidences-or-collisions.
2
Remark 1 One can moreover quantify how much uniformity each shape possesses by counting how many equal
separations of each size there are, as per Appendices A.4.
Proposition 2 The topological adjacency graph of the uniformity structure is as in Fig 21.b).
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Figure 21: a) (Lagrangian) uniformity structure’s differential-geometric structure is as labelled; see the next subsection for the
maeaning of the suffixes in use. This consists of 4 special points and 7 arcs, by which there are 11 exact qualitative types of (Lagrangian)
uniformity. b) The topological adjacency graph of the uniform structure, with 11 vertices joined by 12 adjacency relation arcs. c) There
are additionally 14 types of approximate notions of uniformity
Proposition 3 The number of qualitative types of uniform states for each of the four (4, 1) shape spaces is as per
Fig 22.
Figure 22: Number of qualitative types including the uniformity decor.
Remark 2 Approximate near-uniform configurations are a simple model of perturbatively small inhomogeneities,
itself a popular topic in Cosmology.
Remark 3While a uniform system makes as much sense as a uniform subsystem, some types of inhomogeneous state
are only meaningful in a subsystem context. One example is void subsystems. Another is inhomogeoneous universes
whose contents are nevertheless themselves highly homogeneous, such as a universe consisting of an inhomogeneous
distribution of binaries which are similarly tight to each other.
5.5 Qualitative types of Lagrangian shapes
Remark 1 At the topological-and-metric Lagrangian level, Leibniz space is split up into the following qualitative
types (inter-related as per Fig 23).
A) 6 special points: D, T, Ce, U, CeA and UA.
B) 10 special arcs, as follows.
The B′ arc of interior binary coincidences-or-collisions.
The B arc of exterior binary coincidences-or-collisions, now split by its 1 : 1 ratio shape CeA into ternary-concentrated
and peripheral alias double-binary-concentrated subarcs, BT and BD respectively.
The Ref arc of reflection-symmetric configurations, now split by its uniform shape U(4, 1) into central-binary-
concentrated and peripheral alias double-binary-concentrated subarcs, RefCe and RefD respectively.
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Figure 23: a) 21 qualitative types of Lagrangian shapes. b) Their topological adjacency graph, which has 45 edges and can readily be
envisaged as a join of 5 W6 – 6-wheel – subgraphs (one per face).
The arc of uniformities U, as split in five by its self-intersection point UA, the 1 : 1 binary shape CeA, the uniform
shape U(4, 1), and its self-intersection point once again.
A coarser naming is according to whether the remaining point is interior or exterior to the 1 : 1 ratio’s three points.
As ordered above, the first two arcs are interior Ui, whereas the last three are exterior, Ue. This topological idea
can furthermore be metrically refined by ascribing to each U subarc the range of ratios that its remaining point’s
position makes with the central particle in the 1 : 1 ratio. This gives the alternative ‘U-centric’ vertex names U0 for
Ce, U1 for CeA, U2 for U(4, 1), U∞ for T and U{3,1/2} for the self-intersection UA. This also gives the more concise
names U(0,1/2), U(1/2,1), U(1,2), U(2,3) and U(3,∞) for the five subarcs of U in the same order as above.
C) The folded U-arc cuts up Leibniz space into five 2-d regions. A suitable nomenclature for these involves giving
priority to Leibniz space’s corners followed by its (external) edges.
The top region in the figure is adjacent to just one corner, D, suggesting the name double-binary-concentrated shapes,
denoted D≈, alias peripheral shapes.
The bottom region is adjacent to two corners but only one external edge, suggesting the name interior-binary-
concentrated shapes, denoted B′≈.
The right-side region is adjacent to T, but ‘ternary-concentrated’ is insufficiently descriptive as it also applies to one
end of the B′≈. Thus we use the cluster hierarchical names exterior-binary-concentrated within ternary-concentrated,
denoted BT≈ for this qualitative type, along with interior-binary-concentrated within ternary-concentrated, denoted
by B′T≈, for the lesser qualitative type of being in the bottom region and near T. The same reasoning gives yields
approximately-reflection-symmetric central-binary-concentrated, denoted RefCe≈, for the qualitative type of the left-
side region, alias interior binaries.
The final region, which is adjacent to no corners or (more than a point’s worth of) edges. We call this region Mid,
standing for the ‘middling’ (4, 1) shapes.
Remark 3 This gives a total of Q = 21 exact qualitative types within Leibniz space with Lagrangian decor. See
table 24 for many further counts of qualitative types for (4, 1) shape spaces.
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Figure 24: Number of qualitative types including the Lagrangian decor.
Remark 4 Each special point and special arc at the Lagrangian level is one or both of a coincidence-or-collision
or a Lagrangian uniformity, with the sole overlaps being Ce and CeA. Thus Ce and CeA acquire a further name
as uniform states which are also coincidences-or-collisions. One way of denoting this is as B′(1 : 1) and B(1 : 1),
which makes clear that the difference between the two is in whether the binary coincidence-or-collision is interior or
exterior.
5.6 Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1)’s uniform state centres
Remark 1 This subsection is in the context that, over the years, very many notions of centre have been ascribed to
triangles, with at least some of these carrying over to spherical triangles. Thus we pose the question of whether the
U(4, 1) and UA ‘shape centres’ of these shape space spherical triangle regions coincide with any previous definitions
of spherical triangle centres.
Structure 1 The globally maximally uniform configuration U(4, 1) is a shape-theoretically meaningful notion of
centre for the Is(4, 1) isosceles spherical triangle. We denote this by Z(Is(4, 1)); like all notions of centre for isosceles
triangles, it lies on the line of reflection symmetry (Fig 25.a).
Structure 2 On the other hand, Leibs(4, 1),is neither isosceles nor enjoys such a clear-cut shape-theoretic notion
of centre. UA – the intersection of the folded U arc with itself – is a shape-theoretic notion of centre for Leibs(4, 1)
(Fig 25.b).
Remark 2 UA is moreover a weaker notion of centre because Leibs is scalene, and its shape is also a weaker notion
of uniformity: now a local rather than global maximum. This reflects another trade-off in maximizing reduction.
Namely that while Leibs(4, 1) has the advantage of representing all shapes precisely once, it is a scalene spherical
triangle region, whereas the more redundant representation as Is(4, 1) is geometrically simpler by being an isosceles
spherical triangle region.
Remark 3 N.B. that both of these centres are particularly uniform states: the global maximum in uniformity and
the local maximum away from the Ref line. Papers I, III and IV provide further evidence that shape space centres’
co-realiation with uniform states is a common occurrence.
5.7 Approximate qualitative types of Lagrangian shapes
We already counted these out as part of Fig 24. We end this Section by now plotting out an example of each of these
approximate qualitative types in Fig 26. These can be named systematically by what stratum they are in and what
special points and/or arcs they are near to. Some cases can also be given more memorable or picturesque names,
such as the pair of tight binaries separated by a void (near D) and the tight ternary and void (near T).
6 Further Jacobian notions of merger
6.1 Merger reinterpretation of some of the shapes found so far
We next accord merger interpretations to special shapes that we have already found; the subsequent subsection finds
the remaining mergers.
Characterization 1 Basic calculations as summarized in Fig 8 show that these reflection-symmetric shapes con-
stituting the Ref curve additionally enjoy various merger features. For now, we note in particular that all of these
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Figure 25: Shape-theoretically significant centres for Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1).
shapes have two binary centres of mass X – of the two outermost and the two innermost points – coincide with each
other and with O = Q. I.e. we have the alias
Ref = MXXQ . (31)
Remark 1 In the (3, 1) model, the only notion of merger M is the same as the only notion of reflection-symmetric
shape and of uniform state U. The merger between the central particle B and CoM(AC) is the only normalizable
way of having a Q merger, whether with a P or with a X. We denote this by
MPT = MPXT = MXT . (32)
This shape’s characterization as a uniform shape is moreover Lagrangian: r12 = r23.
Remark 2 A third point of view, back in Is(4, 1) and for which we provide some tools in Appendix A, is that
the amount of clustering information in D is in excess of that in two B configurations. D is thus a confluence of
more than two significant curves. In this way, we can arrive at Ref being the third ingredient of the confluence even
without ever considering Leibs(4, 1) and its a priori uninterpreted edge.
Remark 3 Inter-relations between types of merger, and uniformity and Lagrangian characterizations of mergers,
are also common of not ubiquitous in (4, 1). The (4, 1) model’s uniformities considered so far are moreover M’s for
(3, 1) subsystems.
Remark 4 Finally, we henceforth simplify notation from U(3, 1) to M and U(4, 1) to U.
6.2 The further MQ arc of mergers
The (4, 1) shapes have a further type of merger not accounted for in the previous section: MTQ = MQ.
Investigating this benefits from relative Jacobi K rather than H coordinates; see the next subsection.
Proposition 1 The MQ arc’s endpoints in Leibs(4, 1) are Ce and a new 1 : 2 ratio binary coincidence-or-collision
shape, B(1 : 2).
Proposition 2 The equation for the MQ arc in Leibs(4, 1) is
MT is the curve cosφ = cot θ . (33)
Proposition 3 The MQ arc moreover intersects with the M arc at the 1 : 1 : 3 ratio shape.
Remark 1 See Fig 27 for details of these shapes-in-space, Fig 28 for where the arc of these shapes lies in shape
space, and Fig 31 for qualitative type counts including the MQ decor.
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Figure 26: 80 qualitative types of Lagrangian shapes, alongside 21 exact qualitative types.
Remark 2) 1 : 1 : 3 is a second more heterogeneous notion of shape-theoretically significant centre, now the
confluence of M and MQ. This is a part-Jacobian notion of shape space centre, in contrast to the previous two
notions of shape space centre being purely Lagrangian. It also has no more Lagrangian uniformity elements than
any other general point on the M arc.
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Figure 27: MQ, B(1 : 2) and 1 : 1 : 3 configurations’ clustering structure, coincidence-or-collision structure, and uniformity structure.
Figure 28: a) Metric-level decor on Leibs(4, 1) due to merger MQ, in magenta, with b) the corresponding adjacency graph and c)
count of its approximate qualitative types.
Remark 3 The number of exact qualitative types is
Q := V + E + F = 4 + 5 + 2 = 11 . (34)
Remark 4 Also, the Euler characteristic is
χ := V − E + F = 4− 5 + 1 = 1 , (35)
again consistent with the disc topology.
Remark 5 The adjacency graph 28.b) has V (Adj) = Q = 11, and is moreover 2 W6 wheel subgraphs with 2 common
edges, so E(Adj) = 12× 2− 2 = 22.
Remark 6 The number of approximate qualitative Lagrangian types is
Qapprox = 34 . (36)
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Remark 7 This gives a grand total of
Qtotal := Q+Qapprox = 11 + 34 = 45 Hopf qualitative types , (37)
as exhibited in Fig 28.c).
6.3 Supporting consideration of Jacobi K-coordinates and their axis system
Remark 1 In Jacobi K-coordinates, the North pole θ = 0 is at one of the T’s. The principal axis is then a (vertex)
diagonal of the cube, meaning a line from a vertex through the centre of the cube to the antipodal vertex. In the
current shape-theoretic context, this is labelled T at either end. This axis results from setting ρ3 = 0: this T-axis is
perpendicular to the plane of triple mergers corresponding to the K-cluster in question. I.e. the fourth particle q4 is
at CoM(123). This corresponds to mergers of form MXQ.
Remark 2 Now however no further such diagonals can be concomitantly chosen as Cartesian axes. This is because
T-axes – between opposite corners of the cube – are not perpendicular. We can however choose a perpendicular edge
midpoint diagonal. These give the same orthonormal systems as the 3-body problem Jacobi vectors – eq (I.33) –
which are now respectively a T-axis, a Ce-axis and a 1 : 1 : 3 axis.
6.4 How each of the 8 special points encodes the arcs which intersect there.
See Fig 29 for how each special point’s clustering hierarchy coincidences is underpinned by the collection of special
arcs through that point.
Figure 29: Clustering hierarchy coincidences for the five special types of arc and the eight special points.
6.5 Jacobian versus Lagrangian notions of uniformity
Remark 1 The Lagrangian-uniform states are a strict subset of the mergers for (4, 1): compare Figs 21 and 32.
Aside from the T and D multiple coincidences-or-collisions, the arc of mergers MQ is not included in the Lagrangian
uniform structure. On the other hand, all of these points are included in some of the notions of Jacobian-uniform
structure, corresponding to equating further (or all) differences of relative Jacobi (rather than relative Lagrange)
separations.
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Remark 2 All in all, in 1-d uniform shapes are in general a strict subset of merged shapes, if only because our
intuitions about uniformity are Lagrangian whereas the notion of merged shapes is Jacobian.
6.6 Qualitative types of Jacobian shapes
Figure 30: End summary of the special points and arcs.
Figure 31: Number of qualitative types including the full Jacobian decor.
Remark 1 We have already seen that in Leibniz space including the full Jacobian decor, there are V = 8 special
points T, D, Ce, U, UA, 1 : 1 : 3, B(1 : 1) and B(1 : 2).
Remark 2 These are joined by E = 14 special arcs: B′, B subdivided into three pieces, Ref and MQ each subdivided
into two pieces, and M subdivided into six pieces. These are all as in Sec 5.5, except that
i) M(3,∞) has been split into M(3,4) and M(4,∞) by the point 1 : 1 : 3 = M4.
ii) BT is also split into two arcs, say BT2 and Bmid.
iii) Finally the new MQ arc is split by the 1 : 1 :3 point into MQB and MQCe subarcs.
Remark 3 These arcs cut Leibniz space up into F = 7 regions; these are as before, except that
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a) the B′≈ region is split by the MQ arc into regions B′2≈ still bordering B and the more interior midQ.
b) The BT≈ region is split by the MQ arc into regions BT2≈ still bordering T and the more interior Bmid≈.
Remark 4 Thus there is a total of 29 exact qualitative types in Leibniz space with full Jacobi decor. See Fig 30
for an end-summary of special arcs and special points among the (4, 1) shapes. See Fig 31 for further counts of
qualitative types in the four (4, 1) shape spaces.
Proposition 1 The qualitative types of shape moreover occur in shape space in the pattern of Fig 32.
Figure 32: a) Conceptual names for the 29 qualitative types of shapes in (4, 1) Leibniz space with full Jacobi decor. b) The
corresponding adjacency graph, which is readily envisaged as a join of 6 W6 – 6-wheel – and one W8 – 8-wheel – subgraphs, corresponding
to the seven faces. c) For counting out the approximate qualitative types.
6.7 Qualitative types of (4, 1) approximate Jacobi shapes
We already counted these out as part of Fig 31. We end this Section by extending our plot of approximate qualitative
types from the Lagrangian level to the Jacobian level in Fig 33.
7 Configuration space automorphism groups
7.1 Graph automorphisms
Proposition 1
Aut(Top–s(4, 1)) = Aut(cube graph as labelled) = cube-octahaedron group O = S4 × Z2 , (38)
Aut(Top− s˜(4, 1)) = Aut(identified half-cube graph as labelled) = S4 , (39)
Aut(Top− Is(4, 1)) = Aut(W6 as labelled) = Z2 , (40)
and
Aut(Top–Leibs(3, 1)) = Aut(gem as labelled) = id . (41)
Derivation The first two of these follow from permutation of the T’s fixing everything in the second case, and
everything bar orientation in the first case. By the argument of Appendix I.B, the above automorphism groups
remain unchanged under s −→ R.
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Figure 33: Grand total of 145 qualitative types of (4, 1) shapes.
7.2 Dilational momenta
Definition 1 The (4, 1) shape theory has three dilational momenta
pii =
∂
∂ρi
. (42)
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Definition 2 In the scale–shape version, one has additionally a configuration space radial momentum
piρ =
∂
∂ρ
. (43)
Let us define also the absolute dilational momentum,
piρ = ρ
∂
∂ρ
= ρ piρ . (44)
7.3 Killing vectors and isometry groups
Structure 1 The (4, 1) shape spaces are pieces of S2, which has an SO(3) of Killing vectors
Di := ijkνj
∂
∂νk
, (45)
among which one as usual takes a notably simpler form in polar coordinates:
D3 =
∂
∂ϕ
. (46)
Remark 1 While there are no angles in 1-d, the mathematics familiar from angular momentum in 3-d recurs under
the new interpretation of relative dilational momenta [39].
Remark 2 Let us also use D3 as an example of what dilational momentum is. Expanding (45)
D3 = ν1pi2 − ν2pi1 = ν2 ν1
ν2
− D1 ν2
ν1
, (47)
so we have a weighted relative dilational quantity. In Jacobi H-coordinates, this corresponds to a particular exchange
of dilational momentum between the left and right post clusters. On the other hand, in Jacobi K-coordinates, the
exchange is between the blade-face and the axe-handle (defined as per Fig I.8).
Proposition 1 All of these Killing vectors remain globally valid for
s˜(4, 1) = s(4, 1)
Z2 inv
= RP2 . (48)
Thus
Isom(s(4, 1)) = Isom(s˜(4, 1)) = SO(3) . (49)
On the other hand, for Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1), we need a D′3 about the pole whose equator includes the region’s
T–Ce edge. Thus
Isom(Is(4, 1)) = Isom(Leibs(4, 1)) = SO(2) = U(1) = S1 . (50)
Structure 2 The (4, 1) scale and shape spaces are pieces of R3, which has ab inito three translational Killing vectors,
pii =
∂
∂ρi
, (51)
and an SO(3) of Killing vectors, now most naturally expressed as
Di = ijkρj
∂
∂ρk
. (52)
Proposition 2 In R˜(4, 1), the identification of the half-plane (Fig S(4, 1)-Met-Top.2) globally breaks all three
translations but not the rotations. The same occurs for IR(4, 1) in Fig 11.3), and for R˜(4, 1) in Fig 11.4). Thus
Isom(R˜(4, 1)) = Isom(IR(4, 1)) = Isom(LeibR(4, 1)) = SO(3) = U(1) = S1 . (53)
Structure 3 See also summary figure 34, which now uses, in addition to Fig I.45’s notation,
E := Rot(3) = SO(3)
m
= RP3 , (54)
F := Eucl(3) = Tr(3)oRot(3) = R3 o SO(3) m= R3 o RP3 , (55)
G := Sim(3) = Tr(d)o {Rot(3)×Dil} = R3 o {SO(3)× R+} m= R3 o {RP3 × R+} = R3 o C(RP3) , (56)
H := Rot(d)×Dil = Tr(3)× R+ m= RP3 o R+ = C(RP3) . (57)
Remark 3 Finally note that the constant φ-curves in each of H and K coordinates are furthermore privileged as
Killing vector preserving curves. Such ‘adapted’ submanifolds privileged by Killing vector preservation will play a
substantial role in the theory of (4, 2) shapes [70, 69, 76].
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Figure 34: Table of pattern of isometry and similarity groups for (scale and) shape spaces for 4 points in 1-d.
8 Conclusion
8.1 (4, 1) as the smallest nontrivial theory of inhomogeneity and uniformity
We have demonstrated in Part II that there are many more qualitative types of shape in (4, 1) than in (3, 1). For
(3, 1), many notions of shape can be defined, but most of these end up being co-realized by the very limited range
of special shapes available: binary coincidence-or-collision B, merger M and half-way shape H. For (4, 1), there are
enough special shape points and arcs that most notions of shape – most uniform shape, largest and smallest shape
per unit moment of inertia, most symmetric shape, coincidence-or-collision structure, uniformity structure, merger
structure, symmetry structure in each of space, space of separations and space of Jacobi vectors – are realized by
different subsets of shape space. This further justifies Part I’s introduction of such diversity of notions of shape,
alongside Part II’s Appendix A of quantifiers for many of these notions so as to distinguish between manifestations
of different strength of these shape properties, and indeed Part II’s subtitle. In this way, (4, 1) succeeds as a
first nontrivial theory of both exact and approximate notions of each of inhomogeneity and uniformity, which are
all matters of interest in Classical and Quantum Cosmology, Foundations of Physics and Background-Independent
Quantum Gravity. Points A) to F) below provide more specific justification.
A) Already at the topological level where the coincidence–collision structure is the only distinguishable feature, (4,
1) suffices to get away from (3, 1)’s topological Leibniz space reducing to a space of partitions. The (4, 1) Leibniz
space is further fine-grained by discerning between exterior and interior binary coincidences-or-collisions, B and B′
respectively. Furthermore, the distinguishable particle topological shape spaces have 74 and 37 vertices for (4, 1)
to just 12 and 6 for (3, 1), with the (4, 1) ones additionally forming a complicated graph structure (Fig 3) to the
(3, 1) ones just being cyclic graphs. This is partly underpinned by the corresponding (4, 1) metric shape spaces
being S2 and RP2 as topological manifolds as compared to the (3, 1) shape spaces being just circles S1. It is partly
underpinned by the (4, 1) relabelling symmetry group S4 being rather larger than (3, 1)’s S3, and furthermore by the
former having a rather more interesting action on S2, giving the cube-octahaedron tessellation. The 24 tiles involved
here moreover have the interpretation of Is(4, 1): the indistinguishable-particle configuration space.
B) As for (3, 1), topologically meaningful coincidences-or-collisions do not suffice to understand the periphery of
Leibniz space, since some of the shapes in question have solely metric distinctive properties. For (3, 1), the Leibs
interval’s missing end-point shape turned out to be all of the most uniform, merger, reflection symmetric and
maximum sized shape, M. For (4, 1), the Leibs scalene spherical triangle has 2 edges – B and B′ – and 2 vertices
– ternary T and double-binary D coincidences-or-collisions – provided by the coincidence-or-collision structure; its
remaining edge and vertex turn out to be, respectively, a whole arc of reflection symmetric shapes Ref, and the
central binary coincidence-or-collision Ce. This is clearly the intersection of Ref and the interior binaries B′. On the
other hand, Is has a fully understood periphery at the topological level for each of (3, 1) and (4, 1). For (3, 1), this
is two B points, whereas for (4, 1) it is one D and two T points, joined by one B′ and two B lines. This represents a
first price to pay for taking Leibniz’s Identity of Indiscernibles to its logical conclusion for the (4, 1) similarity model:
Is’s periphery already admits an adequate topological characterization whereas Leibs requires a topological-and-
metric level characterization. At the metric level, moroever, Is(4, 1) is an isosceles spherical triangle. This greater
symmetry relative to Leibs(4, 1) represents a second price to pay for taking Leibniz’s Identity of Indiscernibles to
its logical conclusion for the (4, 1) similarity model.
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C) While Ref is still a type of merger for (4, 1), there turn out to be two other types of merger, M and MQ. In
Leibniz space, MQ emanates from the corner Ce and ends with a head-on collision with the edge B [at the 1: 2 ratio
exterior binary coincidence-or-collision shape, B(1 : 2)]. On the other hand, M also emanates from Ce and collides
with B but now not head-on, so the M-arc folds as a cusp at this intersection point (the 1: 1 ratio exterior binary
coincidence-or-collision shape) It next collides with the edge Ref at U – the most uniform configuration – folding as
another cusp – before ending at the corner T. This twice-folded M trajectory moreover contains a self-intersection
at the 1 : 1 : 2 ratio shape, by which it forms a swallowtail catastrophe. The Is version of the M trajectory has
three folds [at Ce and its two B(1: 2) shapes] and three self-intersections [at U and its two 1 : 1 : 2 shapes], by
which it forms the more complex butterfly catastrophe. This represents a third price to pay in taking Leibniz’s
Identity of Indiscernibles to its logical conclusion for the (4, 1) similarity model: the removal of redundancy can
turn straightforward geodesics into cusped and self-intersecting trajectories and moreover higher-order catastrophes
appear. Finally M and MQ also intersect, at the 1 : 1 : 3 ratio shape, by which the shape space contains 8 special
points (summarized within Fig 30).
D) The various shape quantifiers’ maxima and minima are then quite well spread out over these 8 special points. In
particular, the three corners of Leibs have the characterization that T is the largest coincidence, whereas Ce and D
are the largest and smallest shape per unit moment of inertia. The global maximum of uniformity is indeed at U, but
the 1 : 1 : 2 ratio shape has a local maximum of uniformity, by which we also name is UA for (maximally) uniform
asymmetric shape. U and UA serve moreover as shape-theoretic centres for Is and Leibs. Maximally uniform
states serve furthermore as shape space centres turns out to be a common occurrence and is of likely interest to the
Cosmology, Foundations of Physics and Quantum Gravity communities. Moreover, Leibs having a centre which is
less distinguished – both as a centre and as a notion of uniformity – than Is is a fourth and final price to pay in
taking Leibniz’s Identity of Indiscernibles to its logical conclusion for the (4, 1) similarity problem.
E) For the (4, 1) model, the number of qualitative types has increased by up to 2 orders of magnitude as compared
to the (3, 1) model, as is evidenced by comparing Fig I.40, with Figs 18, 24, 22 and 31.
F) Consult Figures 13, 21, 23 and 32 regards the non-co-realization of the merger, uniform, and symmetric in each
of space, Lagrangian separation space and Jacobi separation space for (4, 1). (4, 1) is moreover a first instance
of somewhat nontrivial shape submanifolds: 2-d shape space supports 1-d submanifolds, which are less trivial than
points, but are still geometrically trivial in a number of ways. These geometrical nontrivialities require (5, 1) – so as
to support 2-d submanifolds, or (6, 1) or Part IV’s (4, 2) model: so as to support 3-submanifolds. Figure 21 moreover
involves collections of points and arcs, including some cases of missing end-points and topological nontriviality; these
are one instance of stratified manifolds [2, 3, 6, 11, 31, 45, 53] arising in Shape Theory; see [29, 41, 58, 59, 63, 69, 71]
for others. This is the setting for some of the Differential Geometry advances in Shape Theory announced in the
current treatise.
8.2 Future research directions stemming from Part II
Aside from the aforementioned conceptual and theoretical applications to Cosmology, Foundations of Physics and
Background-Independent Quantum Gravity, and the (4, 1) model’s extension to Part IV’s (4, 2) ‘quadrilateralland’
model, some further future research directions of note stemming from the current treatise are as follows.
I) Increase in topological shape space graph size and complexity, occurrence of cusps and catastrophes in Leibs and
Is, and large increase in number of metric-level qualitative types are moreover permanent features as point number
N further increases in dimension 1. As we shall see in Papers III and IV, however, the first of these features goes
away if the dimension d increases away from 1. For this feature is rooted on points splitting space, which only holds
if space is 1-d. One may expect the number of notions of shape receiving distinct realizations will increase similarly
each time N goes up by 1, by which (5, 1)’s increase in complexity relative to (4, 1) will be similar to the current
treatise’s increase in complexity relative to Part I’s (3, 1) model. This is moreover of quite some relevance since
various shape theories have N = 5 or 6 as a minimal requirement [57, 68, 69]. One can hope that the current treatise’
analysis of shapes and shape spaces both contains a partial cover of the notions N = 5 and 6 require, alongside its
way of thinking being extendible to produce whatever further notions at least the (5, 1), (6, 1), (5, 2) and (6, 2)
models require. We also note that (4, 1) is the first reasonably representative 1-d similarity shape space in many
ways.
II) A further application of the combinatorial shape measures introduced in the current treatise is in comparison
between different (N, d) shape models. This is of particular relevance to the variable particle number extension
of relational particle models, which, as laid out in Epilogues II.C and III.C of [60], is a model arena for General
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Relativity including spatial topology change [24], i.e Sec I.12.2’s Big Superspace. Moreover, Papers III and IV
consider specifically relative-angle counterparts of some of these combinatorial shape measures.
III) The current treatise’s consideration of globally-valid Killing vectors over s(4, 1), Is(4, 1) and Leibs(4, 1) is a
crucial step for all of establishing Classical Dynamics conserved quantities on these, finding and optimally formulating
probability distributions over these, and quantizing over these [73, 75].
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A Coincidence, merger, uniformity, symmetry and clumping quantifiers
A.1 A simple type of counting measure
Structure 1 Consider m numbers va, a = 1 to m, whose values which can be repeats. These numbers realize a
partition, with each actualized value vb corresponding to a box with nb occupants, b = 1 to k. A suitable and widely
known counting measure is then
C(v) = ln
(
k∏
b=1
nb!
)
. (58)
Some advantages of using this sort of counting measure are as follows.
1) Single-occupancy partitions – numbers not participating in coincidences – contribute nothing, by
ln 1 = 0 . (59)
2) It is additive as regards unions of independent sets of boxes, by
C(v1) + C(v2) = ln
(
k1∏
b1=1
nb1 !
k2∏
b2=1
nb2 !
)
= ln
(
k1+k2∏
b=1
nb!
)
. (60)
Remark 1 Formula (58) gives a simple notion of entropy for the partition; with a minus sign factor, it is a notion
of negentropy alias information. Applying such a counting measure to shape theory is not however motivated by
entropic or informational considerations; rather both modelling these and modelling shape structures have a common
need for factorial-and-logarithm mathematics.
Structure 2 Our shape-theoretic considerations are, rather, more directly in the form of considering
Sym(O-A) : (61)
a finite symmetry group acting on aspect A of object O. If moreover
Sym(O-A) = ×kb=1Sb (62)
– a direct product of permutation groups, as occurs in our shape-theoretic applications – then
|Sym(O-A)| =
k∏
b=1
nb! . (63)
Thus a counting measure of the aforementioned type,
AM(O) := ln|Sym(O-A)| , (64)
arises.
There is moreover a relative version of C(v) – i.e. the difference of two quantities of this type, which is thus of the
computational form
logarithm of a ratio of products of factorials . (65)
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Definition 1 One context in which to use this is the removal of a common background contribution:
distinctiveness(v) := C(v)− C(v(background)) . (66)
Definition 2 Another is the comparison of an entity v with its constituent parts vc, c = 1 to p,
excess := C(v)−
p∑
c=1
C(vc) . (67)
If the parts are independent, this is zero by (60). The whole can however be more than its parts: positive excess,
corresponding to the counting measure exhibiting superadditivity at some point. The whole can also be less than its
parts: negative excess, corresponding to the counting measure exhibiting subadditivity at some point.
Remark 2 In the current treatise, a cause of superadditivity is additional correlation between the parts, whereas a
cause of subadditivity is overcrowding.
A.2 Coincidence-or-collision measure
A quantifier for strength of point coincidences or particle collisions along such lines is as follows.
Definition 1 For shape S containing the coincidence-or-collision structure Co on which Sym acts, the point-or-
particle measure
PM(S) := ln|Sym(S-P)| = ln
(
k∏
b=1
nb!
)
, (68)
where nb is the number of points-or-particles coincident at each position.
Examples We give (2, 1), (3, 1) and (4, 1) examples of this, and all of this Appendix’s other Lagrangian quantifiers,
in Fig 35.
Remark 1 PM is such that a given coincidence-or-collision type’s value is independent of which (N , d) problem one
is considering. This feature is useful as regards saving on computation and permitting ready comparison between
models with different (N , d). It reflects that PM relies solely on topological shape input, and, indeed (a fortiori for
d = 1) solely on partition input. The other side of the coin is that this notion cannot probe metric clumping content
(or, in 1-d, ordering of the partition along the line).
Remark 2 The identification of topological shapes as partitions points to a number of more sophisticated measures
being available (see e.g. [32]). This is of particular relevance once N is large enough that PM no longer discerns
between distinct types of partition.
A.3 Relative separation measure
Definition 1 For a shape S containing the relative separation structure SM on which Sym acts, the relative
separation measure
SM(S) := ln|Sym(S-S)| = ln
(
k∏
b=1
nb!
)
, (69)
where nb is the number of separations of each equal size.
Remark 1 Both coincidences-or-collisions and (Lagrangian) uniformities contribute to this measure; see Fig 35 for
examples of this. Thus this measure is sensitive to both maximal homogeneity and maximal inhomogeneity extremes,
and so is an unsigned quantifier of atypically large or small inhomogeneity.
A.4 Uniformity strength measures
A first branch of natural sequels is, to restrict our measures so as to be able to detect uniformity separately from
coincidence; this case’s ‘naturality’ follows from that of (Lagrangian) uniformity.
Definition 1 The adjacent uniformity measure of the shape S is
AUM(S) = ln|Sym(S-(adjacent separations subject to restriction i))| = ln
(
k∏
b=1
nb!
)
, (70)
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for nb now the number of equal adjacent relative separation values subject to Excision i) of Sec I.6.4.
Example 1 For (4, 1), this succeeds in giving a unique maximum value ln 6 ≈ 1.792 for U, but returns just the same
value ln(2!) ≈ 0.693. This motivates defining the following more precise measure of uniformity strength; see Fig 35
for its success.
Definition 2 The total uniformity measure
T UM(S) = ln|Sym(S-(S subject to restrictions a) and b) ))| = ln
(
k∏
b=1
nb!
)
, (71)
for nb now the number of equal relative separation values subject to Sec I.6.4’s Excisions i) and ii).
Definition 3) The coincidence-or-collision-induced separation measure CSM(S) of the shape S is the complementary
count of separation coincidences which are induced by the collision structure, i.e. now solely the aforementioned
restricted types i) and ii).
A.5 Lagrangian-level examples
Figure 35: Examples 1, 2 and 3) of coincidence, separation and uniformity Lagrangian measures. For convenience of presentation, the
given value are prior to taking the logarithm. All points, arcs and regions not labelled by a number implicity return the trivial value 1,
so ln 1 = 0
Example 4) The Ce and CeA shapes – the only intersections of the coincidence-or-collision structure and the uniformity
structure – provide a vivid example of excess. Reading off Fig 35,
Excess-SM(Ce) := {SM− CSM− T UM}(Ce) = ln(24/4× 2) = ln 3 ≈ 1.099 , (72)
Excess-SM(CeA) := {SM− CSM− T UM}(CeA) = ln(12/4× 2) = ln 3/2 ≈ 0.406 , (73)
whereas
Excess-SM(S) = 0 for all other (4, 1) shapes S . (74)
A.6 Hierarchical merger strength measure
Another branch of natural sequels is to generalize our measures so as to be able to detect the whole of the general
merger hierarchy; this is now ‘natural’ in a Jacobian sense.
Remark 1 A first approach is to detect each level of hierarchy’s self-coincidences separately, and also each distinct
pair of levels of hierarchy’s mutual coincidences separately. This is done from passing from considering the Lagrangian
inter-particle separations – the P×P subcase of Jacobian inter-particle cluster separations – to considering whichever
choice of A×B Jacobian inter-particle cluster separations, where A, B are each a single selection from the sequence
of sets P, X , T ...
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Definition 1 The A-level self-merger strength measure of the shape S is
S(A)MM(S) := ln|Sym(S-(A positions))| = ln
(
k∏
b=1
nb!
)
, (75)
where nb is the number of separations of each equal size between A-type centres of mass.
Definition 2 The (A, B)-levels mutual-merger strength measure of the shape S is
M(A,B)MM(S) := ln|Sym(S-((A, B) positions)| = ln
(
k∏
b=1
nb!
)
, (76)
where nb is the number of separations of each equal size between A-type centres of mass and B ones.
Remark 2 Clearly Definition 1 is a subcase of Definition 2:
M(A,A)MM = S(A)MM ; (77)
also S(P)MM returns the Lagrangian particle concept CM.
Remark 3 A second approach is to consider the general merger hierarchy all at once, by the following sum construct
(or product construct, once inside the logarithm).
Definition 3 The general merger strength measure of the shape S is
GMM(S) :=
∑
A≥B
M(A,B)MM(S) =
∑
A≥B
ln|Sym(S-((A, B) positions)|
= ln
∏
A≥B
|Sym(S-((A, B) positions)|
 = ln
∏
A≥B
∏
b(A,B)
nb(A,B)!
 . (78)
Here nb(A,B) is a necessarily more explicit notation for the number of separations of each equal size between A-type
centres of mass and B ones, with reference also to P, X , T ... as the order involved in the sums and some of the
products.
Definition 4 The acategorical merger strength measure of the shape S draws its values, rather, from the full set of
centres of mass without regard for their hierarchical type.
Example 1 Use of the above measures indeed succeed in picking out the MQ arc, and in identifying its intersection
points with other general merger arcs as more substantially special.
Remark 4 Merger strength measures can be used to compare a special point with the arcs it is an intersection
of. Early on in the study, special points with excess merger strength may indicate that some of the merger arcs
intersecting there have so far been overlooked. On the other hand, at the end of the study, this approach can be
used to quantify the extent to which excess merger strength is a final feature rather than just a symptom of having
hitherto overlooked arcs.
Definition 5
(excess merger strength of intersection point X of arcs Yc) = GMM(X)−
p∑
c=1
GMM(Yc) . (79)
Then early on in the study, we may have (excess merger strength of intersection point X of known arcs Yc), which
splits into (excess merger strength of intersection point X of subsequently discovered arcs Yd) and (final value of the
excess).
Example 2 In D, Ref acts to ‘double’ B’s coincidences, but these already make use of two pairs of X’s (Fig 29). Thus
two of these have to be used twice in Ref’s ‘doubling’ action, by which overcrowding ensures that Ref’s action is in
practise less than a doubling. This illustrates Shape Theory’s negative excess due to overcrowding, corresponding to
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being forced to re-use some centres of mass in establishing underlying hierarchical coincidences due to there being
no more centres of mass of that order available.
Remark 5 One can also readily formulate hierarchical separation measures, applying the current subappendix’s
Jacobian generalization to CoM separation coincidences rather than CoM coincidences.
Remark 6 A problem of note which appears in this case is that some CoM separation coincidences already imply
others. Thus it makes sense to subtract off a common background term which counts the always-implied coincidences.
Definition 6 Let us coin the term CoM separation rigidity for CoM separation coincidences that are universal among
(N , d) shapes.
Example 3) The coincidence of the central particle with a 2-particle centre of mass in the (3, 1) M configuration
also implies coincidence with T and thus alignment of various PX and PT separations. This is not however universal.
That the three centres of mass form the same figure as the particles, but back-to-front and half-sized is universal for
(3, 1), but does not contribute any separation coincidences. For (4, 1), however, the centre of mass rigidity of Fig 36
is both universal and contributes CoM separation coincidences. Finally, once we consider 2-d shapes in Papers III
and IV, we will be able to pin well-known geometrical names on these particular 3- and 4-particle examples of CoM
rigidities.
Figure 36: Centre of mass position and separation rigidity for (4, 1).
Definition 7
(CoM separation distinction) = (CoM separation measure)− (CoM separation rigidity) (80)
is a more conceptually desirable final form of CoM separation measure.
A.7 Quantifying non-extremal configurations
Observation 1 A remaining problem with the quantifiers so far is that they are picking out just D, T, Ce, U rather
than configurations very near to D, T, Ce, U as well.
Approach 1 One way of handling this involves feeding in counts of how many elements of the -tolerant coincidence,
merger, Lagrangian-uniform and Jacobian-uniform equations into the preceding subappendices’ counting devices.
Approach 2 An alternative method is to tessellate space into equal-sized cells, which are to be treated as data bins
for point-or-particle positions. This discretization approach is along the lines of Roach’s study [10] for Statistics on
S1.
End-Comment Part IV includes the counterpart of this Appendix as regards quantifying the 2-d angular counter-
parts of clumping and uniformity introduced in Part III: collinearity, perpendicularity and angle-uniformity, in both
exact and approximate terms.
B Graph-Theoretic Analysis of Number of Qualitative Types
B.1 Preliminary definitions and lemmas
Lemma 1 (Computational Formula for number of exact qualitative types)
Q(G) = 2 e(G) + χ(G) =
∑
v∈G
d(v) + χ(G) . (81)
Proof Subtract χ(G) = V −E+F from the definition Q(G) = V +E+F . Then apply the first equation of Appendix
I.A to obtain the second equality. 2
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Definition 1 The perimeter graph P(G) of a geometrically embedded graph G consists of the external vertices and
external edges. We use Int(G) (‘interior part’ of G) to denote those parts of G not in P(G).
Remark 1 If this is not branching or self-intersecting (as for all shape space cases in the current treatise),
P(G) = Ck – a cyclic graph – (82)
for some k. Under these circumstances, the following Lemma is thus immediate.
Lemma 2
|P(G)| = e(P(G)) =: p(G) : the perimeter number . (83)
Remark 2
For compact without boundary shape spaces , V (P(G)) = ∅ , so p(G) = 0 . (84)
Definition 2 The topological adjacency graph Adj(G) of a 2-d geometrically embedded graph G has vertex set
{V (G), E(G), F (G)} (85)
and edge set consisting of edges precisely whenever the two Adj(G) vertex objects in question are topologically
adjacent.
Remark 3 These conditions apply to all shape spaces in Papers II and III.
Remark 4 It is immediately clear that
|Adj(G)| = V + E + F = Q . (86)
Thus from Lemma 1,
|Adj(G)| = 2 e(G) + χ(G) . (87)
On the other hand, evaluating e(P(G)) requires further work.
Definition 3 Moreover
Qapprox(G) := e(Adj(G)) (88)
is itself one of the useful quantifiers of number of qualitative types (the ‘first-order approximate qualitative types’).
Remark 5 This provides a first justification for introducing Adj(G) in this analysis of qualitative types.
Definition 4
Qtotal(G) := Q(G) +Qapprox(G) (89)
is the total number of exact and (first-order) approximate qualitative types.
Definition 5 QApprox includes furthermore the second order terms around each point of interest which correspond
to approaching this point approximately along one of the arcs of interest which intersect there.
Remark 6 This incorporates +1 qualitative type per external edge and +2 qualitative types per internal edge.
Moreover, the approx to Approx distinction requires shape space dimension 2 to be nontrivial (Part I’s 1-d shape
spaces support just one notion); this observation clearly also applies to total and the below definition of Total.
Definition 6
QTotal(G) := Q(G) +QApprox(G) (90)
is the corresponding new grand total number of exact and approximate qualitative types.
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B.2 Counting qualitative types
Proposition 1 i)
Qapprox(G) = 2{3 e(G)− p(G)} =
3 ∑
v∈G
−
∑
v∈P(G)
 d(v) . (91)
ii)
Qtotal(G)− χ(G) = 2{4 e(G)− p(G)} =
4 ∑
v∈G
−
∑
v∈P(G)
 d(v) . (92)
Proof i) We can count out
e(Adj(G)) =
∑
v∈G
w(v) +
∑
f∈G
u(f) (93)
by attaching vertex and face weights to (an extended notion version of) the original graph G.
w(v) = 2n+
 3 v ∈ P(G)4 v ∈ Int(G) of degree n + 2 (94)
can be trivially established by induction. Thus∑
v∈G
w(v) =
∑
v∈Int(G)
{2n+4}+
∑
v∈P(G)
{2n+3} = 2
∑
v∈G
{n+2}−
∑
v∈P(G)
1 = 2
∑
v∈G
d(v)−|P(G)| = 4 e(G)−p(G) .
(95)
Here we have summed over the previous equation in the first equality, and expressed everything in terms of the
whole original graph G and the perimeter graph P(G) in the second. Then in the third equality, we have used the
declared parametrization of the degree to rewrite the first sum as a sum of degrees and evaluated the second sum by
the the definition of graph order. We finally use the first equation of Appendix I.A in the fourth equality, alongside
the Lemma 2 to bring in p(G).
On the other hand,
u(f) = (number of sides bounding f) , (96)
so ∑
f∈G
u(f) = 2
∑
e∈Int(G)
1 +
∑
e∈P(G)
1 = 2
∑
e∈G
1−
∑
e∈P(G)
1 = 2 e(G)− e(P(G)) = 2 e(G)− p(G) . (97)
Here the face count uses internal edges twice and perimeter edges once in the first equality, and the second expresses
everything in terms of the whole original graph G and the perimeter graph P(G). Then the third equality uses the
definition of the size of a graph twice, and the fourth uses Lemma 2 to bring in p(G).
Then using (88), (93), (95) and (97) in succession,
Qapprox(G) := e(Adj(G)) = 4 e(G)− p(G) + 2 e(G)− p(G) = 2{3 e(G)− p(G)} , (98)
and we finish by using the first equation of Appendix I.A on each of G and P(G) for the last equality of (91).
ii) Use Lemma 1 and the first equality of (91) in (89) to get
Qtotal(G) = 2 e(G) + χ(G) + 2{3 e(G)− p(G)} = 2{4 e(G)− p(G)}+ χ(G) , (99)
and we finish once again by using the first equation of Appendix I.A on each of G and P(G) for the last equality of
(92). 2
Proposition 2 i)
QApprox(G) = 2{5 e(G)− p(G)} =
5 ∑
v∈G
−2
∑
v∈P(G)
 d(v) . (100)
ii)
QTotal(G)− χ(G) = 4{3 e(G)− p(G)} = 2
3 ∑
v∈G
−
∑
v∈P(G)
 d(v) . (101)
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Proof i) Once again, we can count out
e(Adj(G)) =
∑
v∈G
W (v) +
∑
f∈G
u(f) (102)
by attaching vertex and face weights to (an extended notion version of) the original graph G. These are the same
face weights as before, but different face weights as follows.
W (v) = 4n+
 5 v ∈ P(G)8 v ∈ Int(G) of degree n + 2 , (103)
as can be trivially established by induction. Thus∑
v∈G
w(v) =
∑
v∈Int(G)
{4n+8}+
∑
v∈P(G)
{4n+5} = 4
∑
v∈G
{n+2}−3
∑
v∈P(G)
1 = 4
∑
v∈G
d(v)−3 |P(G)| = 8 e(G)−3 p(G) .
(104)
This manipulation uses the same series of moves as its counterpart in the proof of Proposition 1.
So by (104) and (97) in (102),
QApprox(G) = 8 e(G)− 3 p(G) + 2 e(G)− p(G) = 2{5 e(G)− 2 p(G)} , (105)
and we finish yet again by using the first equation of Appendix I.A on each of G and P(G) for the last equality of
(100).
ii) Use Lemma 1 and the first equality of (91) in (89) to get
QTotal(G) = 2 e(G) + χ(G) + 2{5 e(G)− 2 p(G)} = 4{3 e(G)− p(G)}+ χ(G) , (106)
and we finish one last time by using the first equation of Appendix I.A on each of G and P(G) for the last equality
of (101). 2
Corollary 1 i)
QApprox(G) = 2{Qapprox(G)− e(G)} . (107)
ii)
QTotal(G) = 2Qapprox(G) + χ(G) . (108)
Proof This is a simple matter of algebraic elimination that the reader can check. 2
Remark 7 By ii), the adjacency graph edge number almost immediately gives the grand total of qualitative types,
further justifying the adjacency graph’s inclusion in this treatment of qualitative types.
Corollary 2 For compact without boundary shape spaces, the following simplifications occur.
i) Qapprox(G) = 6 e(G) ,
ii) Qtotal(G) = 8 e(G) + χ(G) ,
iii) QApprox(G) = 10 e(G) ,
iv) QTotal(G) = 12 e(G) + χ(G) .
Proof For compact without boundary shape spaces, p(G) = 0, which simplifies various formulae as shown. 2
Remark 8 e(G) and χ are now sufficient data for computing all types of Q considered; in the more general setting,
p(G)’s ‘boundary datum’ is also required.
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B.3 Counting qualitative types of uniformity
Remark 1 The uniformity structures in Papers II and III are connected sets of arcs and vertices. The uniformity
‘graph’ GU can contain edges with no vertex at one end. In order to have an actual graph, we introduce the following.
Definition 1 The completion GcU of the uniformity ‘graph’ is the result of adding in the missing vertices.
Remark 1 Clearly
e(GcU) = e(GU) . (109)
Definition 2
Q(U) = |GU|+ e(GU) . (110)
The uniform structure for Papers II and III being 1-dimensional, I define Qapprox(U) and Qtotal(U) in the same way
as the approximate and total numbers of qualitative types of Part I’s (3, 1) model.
Proposition 1 i)
Qapprox(U) = 2 e(GU) . (111)
ii)
Qtotal(U) = |GU|+ 3 e(GU) . (112)
Proof i)
Qapprox(U) = 2 e(GU) = 2 e(GU) , (113)
since the absent vertices still have approximate regimes. Then use the first equation of Appendix I.A followed by
(109).
ii)
Qtotal(U) = Q(U) +Qapprox(U) = |GU|+ e(GU) + 2 e(GU) = |GU|+ 3 e(GU) . (114)
by use of Definition 2 and i).
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